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On the Structure of Generalized Quadrangles 
CLARK T. BEN~OX 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [4] the concepts of a generalized n-gon and (B, N) pair are defined. 
In the following assume that P4 is a proper generalized quadrangle with s /- I 
points incident with each line and t + 1 lines incident with each point. In 
Section 2 we give a criterion for a generalized n-gon to be regular and prove 
some lemmas needed in the rest of the paper. In Section 3 we answer a 
question of Dembowski [7], p. 51 concerning the self duality of a generalized 
quadrangle with s = t. We also show that under suitable conditions a pro- 
jective plane may be constructed from certain generalized quadrangles. In 
Section 4 a method of Feit and Higman [4] is extended to provide restrictions 
on s and t when certain natural automorphisms are present. Finally, in 
Section 5 further restrictions on s and t are given when P4 is associated with 
a (B, N) pair. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES 
We use the same definitions as those in [4] with the following exception: 
The term chain will be used for irreducible chain as defined in [4]. Thus, 
a generalized n-gon is a geometry (P, L, i) where P andL are disjoint sets and 
i is an incidence relation and 
(i) there exists a chain of length at most n from e to f,  e, f~ P u L; 
(ii) there exists at most one chain of length less than n from e tof. 
A nondegenerate n-gon will be called regular if there exist positive integers 
s and t such that there are s + 1 points incident with each line and t + 1 
lines incident with each point. A regular generalized n-gon is propev if s, 
t > 1. An ordinary m-gon in a generalized n-gon P,, is a chain e, ,..., el??,& = e, 
in P7:, . 
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THEOREM 2.1. If  l’, has at least three &es incident with each point and at 
least three points incident with each line, then P, is regular. 
‘The nondegeneracy is trivial. Therefore we must show that P,t is regular. 
Assume first that n is even and let e he an arbitrary line of P, . Let a, b, and c 
be three distinct points on e. Suppose there are t +~ 1 lines e =-: x,, ,..., X, 
incident with 6. Now consider all chains of length n --- 2 from a which do 
not contain e. Let d be the endpoint of one of these chains. For each i > 1 
there must be a line incident with d and also incident with an endpoint JJ~ of 
a chain of length n - 2 (not less by (ii)) from b which contains si since 
otherwise there would not be a chain from d to X[ of length ‘-. n, contradicting 
(i). See Fig. 2.1. There could not be two such lines for any sJ: , however, 
since this would give two chains of length n - 1 from d to ,x,: . (This second 
line is dotted in Fig. 2.1.) For any line through d there must be a chain of 
length n - 1 from that line to b. This would not be the case for a line f  
(shown dotted in Fig. 2.1) not included in the t + 1 lines through d above. 
Thus there are exactly t - 1 lines incident with d. Since we could ha\Te made 
the above argument with c in the role of b, there must be t :- 1 lines incident 
with c. Interchanging c and a in the argument we find there must be t ~- 1 
lines incident with a. Thus if a point x in P,, has t + 1 lines incident with it, 
there are t + 1 lines incident with any point collinear with s. Since there is 
a chain between any two points, we have the same number of lines incident 
with each point. By duality (see [4]) there are the same number of points 
incident with each line. 
n=6 
a e C 
For the case where n is odd, select a point a and let .x” ,..., xf be the lines 
incident with a. Consider the endpoint d of a chain of length n - 1 from a. 
A line e incident with d must also be incident with an endpoint of some chain 
of length n - 1 from a which contains xi, i = O,..., t since otherwise there 
would not be a chain from c to the ‘xi in the omitted chain of length less than 
or equal to n. The line e could not be incident with two endpoints of a chain 
of length n ~ I from a since then there would be two chains of length n ~~ 1 
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from e to the xi in that chain. Hence e must be incident with t + 1 points 
and by a dual argument any point which is the endpoint of a chain of length 
n - 1 from e must be incident with t + 1 lines. Continuing in this manner 
we find that each line has t I 1 points incident Gth it and every point is 
incident with t + 1 lines. Thus we have also proved if n is odd and s, t 3 I, 
we have s m= 1. This fact is already known. 
It is shown in [4] that if P, satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 2.1, then 
n := 2, 3, 4, or 8. As remarked there, generalized 2-gons are trivial and the 
concepts of a generalized 3-gon and projective plane are equivalent. It is 
also shown that the number of points of a regular generalized n-gon is given 
bv (1 + s)( 1 - s”W/z)/(l - st) while the number of lines is 
(1 Am t)(1 - S”‘W2)/ql ~ st), 
even n. 
\Ve close this Section with some lemmas on generalized n-gons which are 
needed later. 
LEMMA 2.1. In a generalized n-gon P, theve are no ordinary m-gons ,fou 
m < ?I. 
Let e,, ,..., e,,,, == e, be an ordinary m-gon in P, . Then there are two chains 
of length m from e, to e, , namely, e, , e, ,..., e,, and e, , ezm--l ,..., e,,, . This is 
a contradiction if m < n by statement (ii) of the definition of P, . 
LEMMA 2.2. Let P4 be a generalized quadrangle and let a, e be a no11 
incident point-line pair. Then there is exactly one line e’ incident with a and 
intersecting e. 
There is one such line since there must be a chain of length three from 
a to e. There could not be two such lines since then an ordinary 3-gon would 
be formed, contradicting Lemma 2.1. 
Speaking loosely, Lemma 2.2 states that given a non incident point-line 
pair a, e, all but one of the lines through a is parallel to e. It is interesting to 
contrast this statement with Euclid’s fifth postulate for Euclidean planes. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a and b be two noncollinear points in a regular generalized 
quadrangle with s + 1 points incident with each line and t $ 1 lines incident 
with each point. Then there are exactly t -+ 1 points collinear with both a and b. 
By Lemma 2.1 there is for each of the lines ei , i = O,..., t incident with b, 
a line incident with a which intersects ei . These intersections give t f  1 
points collinear with a and b. Clearly, there could be no more since additional 
points with a and b would have to be incident with some ei , contradicting 
Lemma 2.2. 
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3. THE C‘RSE S -= t 
Dembowski [7] has proved the following two theorems: 
~'HEOREM 3.1. Let A be the following matrix: 
L,et the points of projective 3-space be the points of a new geometry G. For each 
point x0 dejne the lines of G through x0 as the lines in projective 3-space which lie 
on fhe plane (Ax, , x) = 0. Then G is a generaked quadrangle with s = t. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Q be a non degenerate quadric surface in projective 
4-space. Then the points and lines of Q are a generalized quadrangle with s :m= t. 
In [7] Dembowski asks whether or not G is self dual. It is known [3] that G 
and Q are not isomorphic except when the underlying field has even order. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 3.3. Q is isomorphic to the dual of G. Thus G is not self dual 
unless the underlying$eld has even order. 
Consider the lines of G. If  x = (xl , x, , sg , xi) and y  = (yr , ya , y3 , yJ) 
are points of a line of projective 3-space, its Plucker coordinates are defined 
to be (po) as given by the following determinants: 
It is shown in [8] that 
Pl, P34 - P13 PC + PlZ P23 r= 0 (3.1) 
and that the lines of projective 3-space can be thought of as the points in 
projective 5space satisfying (3.1). I f  1’ a me belongs to G, the generalized 
quadrangle constructed in Theorem 3.1, we have also that p,, + p,, = 0. 
We may thus consider the lines of G as points of a quadric surface Q in 
projective 4-space given by 
2 
Pl2 - Pl3P42 ~- P,,P,:, = 0. (3.2) 
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iVow it is shown in [8] that two lines given by Plucker coordinates p, and p+ 
intersect if, and only if, 
Pl,Ph + PI&~, -!- PMPH3 -t p34p;.’ ‘- PUP;, + p,,, p;z == Q. (3.3) 
which becomes in our case 
-2p;,p,, --- p,,p;2 -I- PI, P4s 7~ P4lPk3 -I- P,:,Pk = 0 (3.4) 
Two points in Q are joined by a line on Q if, and only if, one of the points 
lies on the tangent hyperplane to Q through the other point. But this condition 
is found upon differentiation to be that expressed in (3.4). Thus two lines of G 
intersect if, and only if, the corresponding points in Q are joined by a line of 
Q. Since there can be no ordinary 3-gons in a generalized quadrangle, we 
have shown that Q is a generalized quadrangle isomorphic to the dual of G. 
Let a and ZJ be a pair of noncollinear points and let xT1 ,..., x,,, be the points 
collinear with a and b. Let Tj , i > 1 be the set of points collinear with s, 
and X, . For the generalized quadrangle G it is not hard to see that 7’, Tj 
for all i andj. We have the opposite extreme in the case of Q. 
LEMMA 3. I. Let a, b, xi , and Ti be deJined as above. For the generalized 
quadrangle Q we haae Ti n T, = {a, b), i f  j. 
Clearly {a, 6) < T, r\ Tj . It is shown in [8] that the intersection of (3.1) 
with four independent linear equations in the pij has at most two solutions. 
But the points of T, r\ Tj satisfy pia I pa, = 0 and the equations of the 
tangent hyperplanes through x1 , xi , and X, . Thus the lemma is complete. 
\Ve next give a theorem about what can be said about a generalized 
quadrangle with s = t for which the conclusion of Lemma 3.1 holds for all 
noncollinear a, 6, and choices of .vl . \7’e denote by S,, the set consisting of a 
and the points collinear with a. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose a, b, xi and Ti are dejined as in Lemma 3.1. If 
for all a, b, and choice of x1 , Ti CJ T, = {a, b), a Euclidean plane can be 
constructed with s points on each line. 
Let e be a line of Per and let a and b be two points of e. Let ei , i = I,..., s 
be the lines through a distinct from e and let gi be the lines through b distinct 
from e. Let aij , j = I,,.., s be the points on ei distinct from a and let bjj be 
the points on gi distinct from b. We shall now show that the a, form the 
points of a Euclidean plane E with lines given by ei , i = I,..., s and the sets 
S,<, n S, . Clearly, e, intersects any SbA, f7 S, in exactly one point since 
there must be exactly one line joining bij to ei . The ei are parallel in E since 
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they intersect in a # E. For a fixed i the sets S,, n S, are parallel in E since 
any intersection would mean an ordinary 3-g& in P4 . S, n Sb n S, , 
i # k cannot contain more than one point. For suppose it contained? and d. 
Then a, bjj , and bRni are collinear with b and c and hence play the 
role of the .yi in Lemma 3.1. Let or -m a, s2 z-= bi, , and sg -=- b,;,,, Then 
T, n T, 2 [b, c, d,\ contrary to hypothesis. Thus two lines of E cannot 
intersect in more than one point. To show that E is a Euclidean plane we 
must show that S, n S,, , n S,, intersect in at least one point for all i k k, j, 
and 111. Let p, , II “m I,... :; be the points in S,, n S,, . Of course, the ?‘,I are 
aij’s. Then there is a line through yn intersecting gl: for all n. I f  two of these 
lines intersect in a point b,,, , then S,,I n S,, irn n S, would contain b, yr , 
and JJ~ for some Y and q + Y contrary to what we have established above. 
Thus the s lines from the yT1 to g,C in b, .,,, , nz = l,..., s in some order and so 
some F’, is in S, L, n S,. A”,1 n S, and the proof is complete. 
4. AUTOMORPHISMS OF GENERALIZED QUADRAXGLES 
In this section we give some information on the automorphism group of 
a regular, proper generalized quadrangle P, . Index the points of P, . Define 
M = (HI,,,) where rnLj = t + 1 if i == j, 1 if the points indexed by i and j are 
collinear, and 0, otherwise. It is shown in [4] that the eigenvalues of M are 
(1 -k s)( I -+ t) with multiplicity 1, 0 with multiplicity ~‘(1 -+ st)/(s I~ t) and 
s -1 t with multiplicity st(s ;- I)(t + l)/(s + t). I f  ar is an automorphism of 
P,, let ia: be the index of the image of the point in Pa indexed by i. 
LEXMA 4.1. Let a: be an automorphism qf P, . Let P, be the permutatiot2 
representation of a: on the points of P,, , i.c., P, = (p,,) wherep,,x :~ I, p,; = 0 
,for j ; f  ia. Then P&l -= :1P, . 
We omit the proof which is well-known. 
LEMMA 4.2. (trace Pmil,l - (1 + s)(l + t))/(s + t) is afr integer. 
Suppose the order of OL is n. Then (P,M)” = kf~Pu~ = P,nM7c =- ,Url 
from Lemma 4.1 and the fact that P, 71 == I. Thus the eigenvalues of P,Af 
are the eigenvalues of M multiplied by appropriate nth roots of unity. hIore- 
over, since (1 + s)( 1 + t) is an eigenvalue of M with multiplicity 1, it must 
be an eigenvalue of P,M with multiplicity 1. Thus trace 
P,M = (1 + s)(l + t) + altl(s + t) + ... + a,[Js $ t) 
where ti is an nth root of unity and ai is the multiplicity of ti (s + t). (Of 
course, a, could be 0 for some values of i.) Now since conjugate eigenvalues 
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appear with the same multiplicity, we must have Ci aiEi an integer. Thus 
trace P,M = (1 + s)(l + t) + (integer)(s f  t) which upon division by 
s + t proves the lemma. 
I,EMMA 4.3. Letf be the number of fixed points of an automorphism a: of P, . 
Let g be the number of poirlts x such that x is collinear with its image under oi. 
Then ((t + 1) f + g - (1 t s)(l + t))/(s -I- t) is an integer. 
(P,;U),, = dZi,i = t + 1 if the point indexed by i is fixed by 01, 1 if it is 
collinear with its image, and 0, otherwise. Therefore (t -I- 1) .f  -- g = 
trace P,.V and by Lemma 4.2 the proof is complete. 
LEhrnr.4 4.4. The order of a maximal set R of points in PJ , no two of which 
are collinear is less than or equal to 1 + St. 
Each of the points in R has t -C 1 lines through it and by hypothesis no 
two of these lines are equal. Thus there are at least (t + 1)~ lines in PS where 
r is the order of R. Since the total number of lines in P, is (t ~~ I)(1 + St), 
we have (t - 1)~ .< (t <- I)(1 T st) from which the lemma immediately 
follo\~-s. 
THEOREM 4. I. If Pa is proper and has an automorphism 01 qf prime order, 
t f  1, then s 2 (t]2)li2. 
Assume that s < (t/2)liz. First we assert that no two fixed points of ol are 
collinear. For otherwise, the line e joining thetn is fixed and since s C: t, 
all the points on e are fixed. Then since t + 1 is prime 01 must fix all the lines 
through the points of e and as before, the points on these lines are fixed. 
But this is all the points in PJ , a conflict. Thus by Lemma 4.4 there are at 
most 1 {- st fixed points of 01. The number of points in P4 , (1 + s)( 1 + st), is 
congruent to 1 - s* modulo t + 1 since (1 +s)( 1 fst) = (1 +s)( 1 +s(t -(- 1) ~ s). 
Thus the number of fixed points is d(t + 1) -k 1 ~ s? for some integer d. 
Since there are at most 1 +st fixed points of N, we have d(t + 1) 4 1 - s? :>< 1 +st 
which after some simplification yields d -< s + 1. Let g be defined as in 
Lemma 4.3. Then the points indexed by i, ix,..., icvt form an ordinary 
t f  I-gon in P3 . Thus g is divisible by t + 1, say g = (t + 1)h. Then by 
Lemma 4.3 and the fact that (t + 1, s + t) = 1, we have 
(d(t + 1) + 1 - ? - (1 + s) -1 h),‘(s f  t) 
is an integer N. Then d - N = (d(s - 1) + sp + s - h)/(s +- t). Kow for 
d 5.; s t 1 the maximum value of d(s - 1) + s2 -!~~ s occurs if d = s + I. 
Thus we have 
d(s --- 1) + sp + s < (s + l)(s - 1) + s3 + s = 2s2 + s - 1 < t +- s 
since n-e arc assuming that s -< (t/2)11”. Therefore we must have that 
h > s - 1 .,- ? + s = s2 ‘- 2s -~ I. Thus s >z (9 -L 2s - l)(t $- 1) and 
so there is at least this number of points in P,, Rut clearlv for l ( .q -; !, 
(9 + 2s i)(f -;. lj A (I ! s)(l sl), the total number of points in P,, 
We have thus reached a contradiction and the proof is complete. 
If  P, is associated with a (B, IV) pair, G, we note that if t J- 1 is prime, 
there is an automorphism of order t 1. For the number of lines in Pa is 
(I r tj(l sf) which must divide the order of G since G is transitive on the 
lines of PJ 
We conclude this section with two theorems which give further information 
on certain generalized quadrangles. 
THEOKEN 4.2. Lei 01 be a collineatiotl of P, . TheIt the set F of points and 
lines of PJ jked by a fom a (possibly degenerate) generalized quadrangle, a 
set of points, no two of which are collinear, OY a set of lines, no two qf which 
intersect. 
Suppose a, e is a nonincident point line pair in F. Let e’ be the unique line 
of P., incident with a and intersecting e. Call the intersection b. Then if b is 
not in F its image under a: is some point c on e since e is in F. Let e” be the 
image of e’. Then a, e’, b, e, c, e”, a is an ordinarv 3-gon in P, , a conflict. 
Thus b is in F and hence so is e’. We have shown the existence of at least one 
chain of length < ?z from a point in E’ to a line in F. Also if there is a single 
line in F, every fixed point lies on a fixed line. Hence there exists at least one 
chain of length f  n between points in F. That there is at most one chain of 
length . . n - 1 between elements of F follows from the fact that F is a 
subset of P,, . The use of duality completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let P,l be a regular, proper generalized quadrangle. If s 
and t are powers of the same prime p, sCL = tb where 1 b - a ! = 1 or 0. 
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Without loss of generality we may assume that s = q”, t = q”‘, (m, n) = 1 
and n :.z m. We showed in this section that ~“(1 $ st)/(s + t) is an integer. 
This becomes q”(l + 2”: +“)/(l -t q”‘-“). Now (1 + q”“~“, 9”) = 1 unless 
nz = n and 4 is a power of 2 in which case s = t and the theorem follows. 
Otherwise, 1 f  q”‘-‘” divides 1 + q”‘i” which implies that (WZ + ~)/(vz -- n) 
is an odd integer 2k + 1. But then njnl = k/(/z + 1) or wz - n =. 1 since 
(vn, n) ~1 1. Thus s”’ = t7’ and the proof is complete. 
5. GEKERALIZED QUADRANGLES ASSOCIATED WITH (B,,V) PAIRS 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 5.4. (B, N) pairs are 
defined in (41 and we use the same notation with B n N = Hand N/H = W, 
a group generated by a set T of involutions. The following lemma is 
fundamental: 
LEmm 5.1. Ifcr,/3areinW,thenBolB = B,$Bonlyzf~ =p. 
The proof is given in [4]. For w in W let d(w) be the least integer n such 
that w = 7r “‘7,) 7i in T. The next series of lemmas are due to Tits. The 
proofs are not difficult and will be omitted. (See, e.g., [9]). For these lemmas 
assume that d(u) < d(~7) for w in IV, 7 in T. 
LEh'Ihf.4 5.2. WBT c Bw7B. 
LEhfnr.4 5.3. B” n B7 Cc B. (BuJ = w-lBw) 
LEMhlA 5.4. B = B,B,, = B,,B, . (B, = B n Bw) 
LEMMA 5.5. B, n BWT = B,, and [B, : l] = [BUT : l][B : B,]. 
For a (B, Ar) pair associated with a generalized quadrangle Ph we have 
(see [4]) W = (u, 7)~~ = ? = 1, (JC-O~ == 7070. We identify the points of Pa 
with the cosets of G, = B v  B 7 B and the lines of P4 with the cosets of 
G, : B u B u B. We have 1 B : B, ~ = s, j B : B, j = t and H = B,,,, , 
(see PI). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let P4 be a Jfinite proper generalized quadrangle associated 
zuith a (B, N) pair G. Then the following statements hold: 
(i) Ba n Bar = B, n B,, 
(ii) B C B, n 4, OTOT -
(iii) [B, r? B,, : B,,,,] = t. 
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Applying Lemma 5.3 with DJ = err we have B0 n Bu7 C B and statement 
(i) is immediate. Since the elements of Ware 1 , 0, T, OT,~O, 070~70‘7, and (~707, 
we see that 0’707 has maximal length and hence B,,,, = H C Bw for all w in 
W. Thus (ii) is proved. To show (iii) we note that [B, n B,, : B,,,,] = 
[B” n BUT : l]/[B,,,, : I] by (i). Conjugating by o we have [BU n BaT : I] == 
[B n Bar0 : l] = [B,,, : I]. Applying Lemma 5.5 with w := 070 we ha\,e 
Pm : 11 = LB : B,l[Bom : I]. Combining these results we have 
[B, n B,, : El,,,,] = t 
and the proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete. 
THEOREM 5.2. G, , Glu, Glum, G,uT, form an ordinary 4-gon. 
We will first find a coset of G, which intersects G, and G,a nontrivially. 
Since G, == B u B -r B, G,cr = Bu u B T Ba. Clearly, G, =- B u B u B 
intersects both G, and G,a nontrivially. JIultiplying G, and G,o on the right 
by 7 we have G, and Giu7 collinear. RZultiplying G, and G,OT on the right by 
o we have G,a and G,a~cs collinear. Finally, multiplying G,o and G,aro 
on the right by ‘T we obtain G,a7 collinear with G,a~or =: G,TUTU = G,uw. 
Thus the conclusion of the lemma holds unless two or more of the 
points G, , G,a, G,u~, and G,UTU are equal. But G,u C B u B u BmB, 
G1m 5 BurB v  BTUTB, and Glum IL BumB u B mm B where we have 
used the definition of a (B, ;Y) pair and Lemma 5.2. Hence all four points are 
different by Lemma 5.1 and the proof of Theorem 5.2 is complete. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let I mm;: bi ,..., h, be covet representatives of B,,,, in 
B, n B,_ . Then the points G,umbi, i =:= I,..., t together with G, are the t + 1 
points collinear with G,u and G1m. 
First we show that these points are all different. I f  G,urubi := G,umbj , 
then G1uTubib;‘uru C G, or UTU b,b;’ U~U C B u B 7 B. By Lemma 5.1 
uw b,b;l UTU C B or B 7 B. Applying Lemma 5.2, 
umBuru c [Bum B v  B UTB] mu 
C [BuruB v  BUTUT B v  BUTB v  B u B] u 
C [Baror B v  B TUT B v  Bum B v  B u B v  B. 
Therefore UTU b,bil UTU C B or b,b;’ L U,;, n B, n B,, . But Bo7 n B0 C B by 
statement (i)of Theorem 5.1. Also [Burn n BIJ n BuTIT = BnroT n B0 n BUT = 
B ~TOT by statement (ii) of Theorem 5.1. Since B,,,, i: B,,, n B, n B,, we have 
B 0707 = B,,, n B, n B,, . Therefore b,h;’ E BOTOT or bi E BoroTbj , a conflict. 
I f  G, == G,umbi , Glb,’ = G, = G, UTU contradicting Theorem 5.2. Now 
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by right multiplication 6, fixes Grub and Gra and sends G,UTU to Glurubi . 
Since by Theorem 5.2 G,UTU is collinear with G,u and Gru7, so is G,uTubi , 
i > 1 and Theorem 5.3 is proved. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose PJ is associated with a (B, N) pair. Then ;f t is 
prime, s 3 t; ifs is prime t 3 5. 
We may assume that 1 6, 1 is a power of t, each i. 
Assume t is prime and let 1 < s < t. The points collinear with G, and 
G,urubi are Gru, Grur,..., G ruTubt u bi obtained by multiplying each point in 
Fig. 5.1 by ubi . Since 6, fixes G, , G ru and Grur, it fixes the line joining G, 
and G,a and the line joining G, and G,uT. Because t is prime 6, must there- 
fore fix all the remaining lines through G, . I f  G1u7ubju # G,uTubj u bi , 
the order of bi , restricted to the line joining G, and G1uTubju must be 
divisible bv t, an impossibilitv under the assumption that s < t. Thus the i 
set of points collinear with G, and G,uTubj is independent of i. We therefore 
have the configuration shown in Fig. 5.1. IVe now show that such a configura- 
tion is impossible under the assumption that 1 < s < t. First we note that 
the points and lines of Fig. 5.1 form a regular generalized quadrangle with 
two points on each line and t -I- 1 lines through each point. Thus by Lemma 
2.2 we have for every nonincident point-line pair a, b in Fig. 5.1, a line through 
a intersecting b within the figure itself. (Actually, this fact is obvious by 
inspection of Fig. 5.1.) Therefore there could not be a line through a inter- 




s - 1 points outside the figure and all these points are different. In addition 
there are 2(t + 1) points within the figure itself. There are then at least 
(t + l)“(S ~ 1) m: 2(t t 1) points in P, Since there is a total of (S + I)( 1 + st) 
points in PA , we have (t + I )“(s ~~ I) 2(f !- I) -.I (s L I)( 1 -; st) which 
after some simplification yields t(r I)(t ~ s) ‘. 0, an impossibility if 
1 <s < t. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.4. 
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